The echo state network (ESN) employs a huge reservoir with sparsely and randomly connected internal nodes and only trains the output weights, which avoids the suboptimal problem, exploding and vanishing gradients, high complexity and other disadvantages faced by traditional recurrent neural network (RNN) training. In light of the outstanding adaption to nonlinear dynamical systems, ESN has been applied into a wide range of applications. However, in the era of Big Data, with an enormous amount of data being generated continuously every day, the data are often distributed and stored in real applications, and thus the centralized ESN training process is prone to being technologically unsuitable. In order to achieve the requirement of Big Data applications in the real world, in this study we propose an algorithm and its implementation for distributed ESN training. The mentioned algorithm is based on the parallel particle swarm optimization (P-PSO) technique and the implementation uses Spark, a famous large-scale data processing framework. Four extremely large-scale datasets, including artificial benchmarks, real-world data and image data, are adopted to verify our framework on a stretchable platform. Experimental results indicate that the proposed work is accurate in the era of Big Data, regarding speed, accuracy and generalization capabilities.
Introduction
As a mimic of the human brain, neural-like architectures have been proposed to learn, memorize, steer and game in a complex world [1] ; one of the most famous and widely used structures is the feed-forward neural network [2] [3] [4] . In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [5] have led to impressive results due to their ability to automatically learn complex feature representations using convolutional layers. CNNs exploit translational invariance within their structures by extracting features through receptive fields and learning with weight sharing, becoming the state-of-the-art approach in various image recognition and computer vision tasks.
Another improvement and a more powerful architecture is the recurrent neural network (RNN), which holds at least one cyclic pathway of feedback connections ( Figure 1a ). RNN mathematically implements dynamical systems and can in theory approximate (universal approximation property) an arbitrary nonlinear dynamical system with arbitrary precision by constantly adjusting the weights of the connections [1] . However, since relational weight-update algorithms are mostly based on gradient-descend, they unavoidably lead to suboptimal solutions [6] . Despite this disadvantage, the difficult of training RNNs also includes slowly convergence, high complexity [6, 7] and the most well-known problem: the exploding and vanishing gradients [8] .
Recently, a new scheme known as reservoir computing (RC), which greatly helped the practical application of RNNs and exceeded traditional fully trained RNNs in many fields [1] , has been proposed With the rapid development of wireless transmission technology, sensor technology, network communication technology and the speedy growth of smart mobile devices, large amounts of data have been accumulated in almost every aspect of our lives. Moreover, the volume of data is growing rapidly with increasingly complex structures and forms [16] . The Big Data era which is characterized by volume, velocity and variety has arrived [17] , and it leads to the training samples' explosive growth in the machine learning (ML) field, including RNN/ESN in this paper.
In most existing frameworks, the learning and training of RNN/ESN are processed in a centralized way [6, 8, [12] [13] [14] 18, 19] . However, in the era of Big Data, centralized data storage becomes technologically unsuitable [20] ; as a result, solutions relying on centralized training in ML could face challenges such as single point of failure, communication bottlenecks, training consistency, etc. Meanwhile, in multiple real-world applications, large-scale training data is not possible to store in a centralized location, but large amounts of it are dispersed throughout a cluster of interconnected nodes (e.g., wireless sensor networks, peer-to-peer networks) [21] [22] [23] . Thus, a decentralized training algorithm for RNN/ESN, at any rate, would be an invaluable tool.
In this paper, we propose a distributed training algorithm and platform for ESN. The optimization algorithm in our platform is the well-known particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique [24] , which is good at solving optimization problems in dynamic environments. Further, a parallel PSO (P-PSO) algorithm is presented for distributed ESN. We chose Apache Spark [25] as a training framework, as Spark is an efficient and stretchable cloud platform that is suitable for data mining and machine learning. In the Spark framework, data are cached in memory and iterations for the same data come directly from memory [26] . Upon a stretchable experimental platform, the training time, training error and number of iterations are recorded under different data sizes and platform scales. The results indicate that the distributed ESN trained on Spark performs favorably regarding computing speed, accuracy, and other capabilities.
The contributions of this paper are:
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(1) proposing a parallel optimization algorithm based on PSO to handle the distributed training of the ESN, (2) constructing a distributed and stretchable platform based on Spark to implement the proposed algorithm, (3) verifying the proposed platform by extremely large-scale datasets that include artificial benchmarks, real-world data and image data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related works are analyzed, including improvements in ESN, decentralized algorithms, distributed frameworks and research on CNN. The details of the proposed platform are given in Section 3, including algorithms and the calculation framework. Experimental setup and analyses are given in Section 4. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are given in Section 5.
Related Work

Improvements in ESN
Several improvements have been proposed since ESN was brought out by Jaeger [9] . Some adjustments done on the ESN itself include: adding white noise into internal neurons [27] , introducing leaky integrator neurons [28] , performing ridge regression instead of linear regression [29] , clustering the internal neurons [1] , etc. Meanwhile, several attempts have been made to combine ESN with other algorithms, such as decision tree [15] , principal component analysis (PCA) [14] , and the Bayesian method [12] , and a hierarchical architecture of ESN was brought forward [30] . These improvements have been applied into numerous scenarios and achieve good results. In this paper, inspired by other achievements, adding white noise and performing ridge regression are adopted for distributed ESN training in order to increase robustness.
Decentralized Training Algorithm
Several works on the notion of decentralized training algorithms have been explored over the last few years. Vanneschi et al. [31] compared four parallel and distributed PSOs which inspires our work. Zhang et al. [32] improved the PSO and deployed it into distributed spatial precoding. Sheng et al. [33] used the standard PSO and map-reduce (MR) framework for prediction intervals (PIs) construction, which does not implement the parallelization of PSO. For linear regression, Mateos et al. [34] developed the distributed sparse linear regression algorithm to estimate the regression coefficients via Lasso when the training data are distributed across different agents, in which the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is adopted. Meanwhile, Boyd et al. [35] and Cevher et al. [36] argued that the ADMM is well suited to distributed convex optimization and in particular to large-scale problems, i.e., Big Data. Besides, Chu et al. [37] presented a ADMM-based distributed algorithm for fitting generalized additive models. For feed-forward neural networks, Dean et al. [38] showed another method; they developed two algorithms for large-scale distributed training, Downpour SGD (stochastic gradient descent) and Sandblaster, which are L-BFGS-based (limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno-based) and used for deep learning. On the other hand, the consistent problem should be considered simultaneously in decentralized algorithms. The authors of References [22, 39] believe the decentralized average consensus (DAC) method should be an acceptable choice for the consistent problem in decentralized training, and propose an algorithm based on the use of DAC, an extremely efficient procedure for computing global averages on a network which starts from local measurement vectors.
Recent works show that PSO holds the advantages of faster computing speed, good global search capability, adaptive capability, and the P-PSO is particularly suitable for large-scale mathematical optimization problems, and thus it is used in this paper.
Distributed Framework
Previous literature indicates that Matlab is the preferred framework to test and verify new proposed algorithms [22, 23, 34, 35, 39] . On the other hand, in the Big Data era, several new processing frameworks have been proposed. Map-Reduce [40] /Bigtable [41] , which were put forward by Google, have been applied to run gradient-based optimization [42] and PSO-based optimization [33] . Map-Reduce is highly successful in applying large-scale data-intensive applications on common-serverestablished clusters. However, its model is built according to an acyclic data flow scheme. Actually, Spark [25] is a framework that supports iterations which need to reuse a working set of data across multiple parallels, while retaining the scalability and fault tolerance of Map-Reduce [43] . Therefore, Spark is suitable for P-PSO training, as it is multi-iteration and multiple-parallel. In fact, Spark is already widely used in intruder detection in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (WSN) [44] , hospital queuing recommendation [26] , etc., and it is accepted in this work.
Researches on CNN
Traditional CNN usually includes two parts [5] . One is a feature extractor, which learns features from raw data automatically. The other is a trainable, fully connected multilayer perceptron (MLP), which performs classification based on the learned features from the previous part. Generally, the feature extractor is composed of multiple similar stages, and each stage is made up of three cascading layers: the filter layer, the activation layer and the pooling layer [45] .
CNN is the state-of-the-art approach in image recognition and computer vision tasks, since images or spectral representations of speech have a strong 2D structure [46] , which perfectly suits the convolutional processing in CNN. However, several CNN achievements on strong 1D structures (i.e., time-series) have been brought out. Cui et al. [47] and Zheng, Liu, Chen, Ge and Zhao [45] propose two different time-series classification methods using a multi-scale convolutional neural network (MCNN) and a multi-channel deep convolutional neural network (MCDCNN), respectively. Wang and Oates [48] encode time series data as different types of images, which enables the use of techniques from computer vision for classification. Other research fields such as time-series prediction [49, 50] and sound recognition [51, 52] are also being studied. In this paper, the performance between distributed ESN and CNN will be illustrated.
Algorithm and Platform
Basic Algorithms
First, the notation of this paper is described in Table 1 . The fitness function of a particle P i
The optimal solution of the i-th particle P g
The optimal solution of current moment P u
The global optimal solution of whole population c 1 , c 2 , c 3 Acceleration coefficient r 1 , r 2 , r 3 Random numbers λ n , λ p Impact factors A depiction of the typical ESN structure has been shown in Figure 1b , while Figure 2 shows more details about it. An ESN is divided into three parts, namely an input layer, a recurrent reservoir, and an output layer. A depiction of the typical ESN structure has been shown in Figure 1b , while Figure 2 shows more details about it. An ESN is divided into three parts, namely an input layer, a recurrent reservoir, and an output layer.
Input
…
Reservoir
Output The current output of the ESN could be computed through two phases:
with Ni-dimensions is fed into the reservoir at first. Then the internal
n   of the reservoir is updated according to Equation (1):
where W   means the spectral radius operator. That is because the reservoir must meet the 'echo state property' (ESP) [9] , according to the ESN theory. Once an ESN is ESP-satisfied, the effect of an input which has been fed into the reservoir could vanish in a finite The current output of the ESN could be computed through two phases: (1) The input vector x[n] ∈ R N i with N i -dimensions is fed into the reservoir at first. Then the internal state h[n] ∈ R N r of the reservoir is updated according to Equation (1):
where W r i ∈ R N r ×N i , W r r ∈ R N r ×N r and W r o ∈ R N r ×N o are weight matrices, which need to be generated randomly at the first training process, and remain changeless. It is worth noting that the matrix W r r should satisfied ρ(W r r ) < 1, where ρ(·) means the spectral radius operator. That is because the reservoir must meet the 'echo state property' (ESP) [9] , according to the ESN theory. Once an ESN is ESP-satisfied, the effect of an input which has been fed into the reservoir could vanish in a finite number of iterations, and this ESN can approximate any non-linear filter with bounded memory to any given level of accuracy [53] . The f res (·) in Equation (1) is a suitable non-linear function, and it typically uses a sigmoid shape; in this paper we set f res (·) = tanh(·). Then y[n − 1] ∈ R N o is the previous output of the ESN. To increase stability, as mentioned in Section 2.1, before computing the transformation f res (·), we add a small uniform noise term to the state update.
(2) The ESN's current output is computed by:
where W o i ∈ R N o ×N i and W o r ∈ R N o ×N r are objects to be optimized and determined by the training datasets, and f out (·) in Equation (2) is an invertible non-linear function.
To optimize the weight matrices W o i and W o r in the output layer, suppose a sequence of P desired input-output pairs are given by:
At the first phase of training, after the P inputs are fed to the reservoir, a sequence of internal states
is generated according to Equation (1) . Since the outputs of the ESN are not available for feedback, we use the desired output d[1], · · · , d[P] to replace y in Equation (2) in the training process. The input and internal states are stacked in a matrix H ∈ R P×(N i +N r ) and the desired outputs in a vector d ∈ R P×N o :
. . .
Based on this, the training issue of the weight matrices W o i and W o r turns out to be a standard linear regression, which can be solved easily, i.e., by solving the following regularized least-square problem:
T and λ ∈ R + is the regularization factor. Additionally, the first D rows from
Equations (4) and (5) should be discarded when solving Equation (6), since they refer to a transient phase in the ESN's behavior, also denoted as the dropout elements [39] .
Distributed Algorithm
In actual practices, the training dataset is often distributed, e.g., measurements collected by multiple sensors in a WSN (wireless sensor networks). Especially in the Big Data era, centralized data storage becomes technologically unsuitable. Under this circumstance, some reforms for distributed processing are necessary.
For a classic PSO, a particle i can be represented by a position vector x i and a velocity vector v i , where
M is the number of particles in a population and D is the number of decision variables. Each particle in the population should update its own velocity and position according to Equation (7) during the evolution.
where t is the iteration time, ω ≥ 0 is the inertia weight coefficient, c 1 , c 2 ≥ 0 is the acceleration coefficient, r 1 and r 2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in the closed interval [0, 1], P i is the local optimal solution of the i-th particle and P g is the global optimal solution.
In this paper, a P-PSO algorithm is presented to solve the distributed training problem of the ESN. Since the training dataset S is dispersed among a cluster of L nodes, the idea of the P-PSO is to redevelop the classic PSO by introducing particles for every node, and forcing them to fly synchronously, and reaching a global optimal solution at convergence. Suppose that all nodes in the cluster have accepted a uniform choice of the fixed matrices W r i , W r r and W r o . Denoted by H k and d k , the hidden matrices and output vectors can be precomputed at the k-th node according to Equations (4) and (5), with their own local dataset, and stored into memory, with respect to the training complexity, where
The same works with a classic PSO, where x i , v i are the position and velocity of the i-th particle, respectively. The fitness function f f it (·) of a particle x i is defined as Equation (8):
where f (x k i ) is the fitness value of particle x i in the k-th node. Besides, define P i as the optimal solution of the i-th particle and P g as the optimal solution of the current moment. As the center of the population, P g is relatively variable, which makes the whole particle group more brisk, and a larger area will be explored. P i and P g are determined by Equations (9) and (10):
To avoid the local convergence P u , the global optimal solution of the whole population is necessary, which is defined as Equation (11):
In this paper, constriction factor χ is adopted to replace the ω in the classic PSO; χ is determined by Equation (12):
Particles could update the velocity according to Equation (13):
where c 3 ≥ 0 is the acceleration coefficient of the whole particle population, r 3 is a random number in [0, 1]. Furthermore, in order to allow the particles to search for a larger range at the beginning of the iteration and to converge quickly at a later stage, two factors are introduced into this algorithm, λ n and λ p . Concretely, updating the equation for velocity and position, it is modified to:
Obviously, in Equation (14), when the iteration begins, t is rather small, tanh( λ n t ) approaches 1 and tanh( t λ p ) approaches 0, which leads to a relatively large influence of P g , and P u is lightweight, which benefits the exploration of the whole particle population. Later, when t becomes large, the opposite situation occurs, so that the particles accelerate convergence. P-PSO can be stopped when the global optimal solution P u does not change (the difference between two adjacent iterations is lower than the pre-specified threshold, Equation (15)), or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
Since f (x k i ) in Equation (8) can be computed at every node locally, the parallelization is restricted to the computation of P i , P g and P u , which are global variables and needed to broadcast. However, they are rather easy to compute by Equations (8)- (11), and thus the overall algorithm can be achieved in a purely decentralized fashion.
Spark-Based Platform
It is necessary to take a few words for Map-Reduce before introducing Spark. Map-Reduce is the basic open-source, scalable and fault-tolerant performance model for distributed processing. The core of its performance functionality is conducted through two main functions: (1) Map, which is responsible for loading the data into a powerful system and defining a set of keys, uses a key-value pair (k1, v1) as the input and generates intermediate key-value pairs [(k2, v2)]; and (2) Reduce, which collects the built set of key-based data from the map function and distributes or reduces the whole implementation through a multi-core HPC platform, merges all the key-value pairs (k2, [v2]) with the same key into output key-value pairs [(k3, v3)].
Map-Reduce has many drawbacks, especially in disk I/O processing and re-loading of data at each Map-Reduce processing function. Thus, it is very difficult to develop an appropriate iterative-computational algorithm for reliable and efficient predictive modeling within the Map-Reduce system. Distinct from the Map-Reduce model on the Hadoop platform, Spark is an in-memory computing solution to reduce disk I/O and also an efficient and stable solver of large-scale datasets with both iterative least squares and maximum likelihood optimizations. The intermediate results generated in the training process of Spark are stored in the memory system on the Spark framework as RDD (resilient distributed datasets) objects, which is the most important highlight in Spark. In the RDD programming paradigm, each RDD object supports two types of operations, transformation and action, concretely. Within the whole computation progress, transformations just modify RDDs, and only actions trigger task submission and then calculate the result. Transformation operations include several operations, such as map(), flatMap(), filter(), mapPartitions(), union(), and join(). Then, a new RDD object is produced from each transformation operation. Action operations include operations such as reduce(), collect(), count(), saveAsHadoopFile(), and countBykey(), which compute a result and call back to the driver program or save it to an external storage system [26] .
Although the in-memory computations of Spark reduce the disk I/O, developing an efficient and stable machine learning algorithm on Spark is difficult and not straightforward. Therefore, the motivation in this research is to parallelize the PSO-based ESN algorithm on the Spark framework with the RDD programming model. In this work, the training process of the parallelized PSO-based ESN algorithm includes three stages, which are shown in Figure 3 . Stage 1 is for data preprocessing and variable initialization, stage 2 trains the ESN model with several iterations, and then stage 3 calculates errors and saves the results. The L training datasets are trained in a parallel process, and both W o i and W o r are calculated at the same time.
In stage 1, the training data are loaded from HDFS to the memory and stored as a RDD object, namely RDD Original_data_set , which is defined to save the original data. Then, the sortByKey() function is performed to make sure the original data is ordered by time series and evenly distributed to multiple nodes to avoid data skew. In every slave node k, data is split into two parts for training and testing, called RDD traink and RDD testk . Typically, 70% of data is used for training and the rest for testing. Next, we assign matrices W r i , W r r , W r o and broadcast them to every node, followed by initializing x i (0), v i (0), P i , P g and P u . In stage 1, the training data are loaded from HDFS to the memory and stored as a RDD object, namely RDDOriginal_data_set, which is defined to save the original data. Then, the sortByKey() function is performed to make sure the original data is ordered by time series and evenly distributed to multiple nodes to avoid data skew. In every slave node k, data is split into two parts for training and testing, called RDDtraink and RDDtestk. Typically, 70% of data is used for training and the rest for testing. for n from 1 to T do 3:
Compute ( ) k i f x according to Equation (8).
4:
Compute i P , g P and u P according to Equations (9)-(11).
5:
Update i x and i v according to Equation (14).
6:
Check terminated criterion by Equation (15). 7:
if (Equation (15) is satisfied or n equal to T) 8: then break; 9:
else save variables. 10:
end if 11:
end for 12:
return u P
In stage 3, we use optimal weight u P to calculate the error of the RDDtestk, and then save it for future calculation and analysis. In stage 2, with RDD traini and RDD testi for every slave node k, both W o i and W o r are calculated in a parallel process. The training algorithm at k-th node is described in Algorithm 1. for n from 1 to T do 3:
Compute f (x k i ) according to Equation (8).
4:
Compute P i , P g and P u according to Equations (9)-(11).
5:
Update x i and v i according to Equation (14).
6:
else save variables. 10: end if 11:
return P u
In stage 3, we use optimal weight P u to calculate the error of the RDD testk , and then save it for future calculation and analysis.
Experimental Analysis
Setup
The platform and experiments were performed on a Spark framework, the network topology of which is shown in Figure 4 . The platform contains one master node and several slave nodes, and they share the same software and hardware configuration, as shown in Table 2 . 
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Datasets
Setup
The platform and experiments were performed on a Spark framework, the network topology of which is shown in Figure 4 . The platform contains one master node and several slave nodes, and they share the same software and hardware configuration, as shown in Table 2 . Figure 4 . Network topology of our platform. As a stretchable platform, the number of workers is variable on demand.
Readers are referred to [25] for the details of constructing the Spark cluster. In this experiment, the monitoring interface of the Spark platform is shown in Figure 5 . The platform has six workers altogether. 
Datasets
We test the proposed distributed ESN algorithm on four datasets, which are related to non-linear system identification, time-series prediction and image recognition. Three datasets of four are standard artificial benchmarks, and the other is sensor-monitoring data from the real world. A brief description of the four datasets is provided below.
(1) NARMA-10 dataset. It is a non-linear system identification application, where the input x[n] is white noise distributed in the interval [0, 0.5], and the output d[n] is computed from the following equation [54] :
Then, the output is squashed into [−1, +1] by the tanh(·) transformation:
whered is the empirical mean of the overall output.
(2) The second dataset is a three-dimensional time-series prediction task based on the Lorenz attractor, defined by the following differential equations [39] :
where σ = 10, η = 28 and ζ = 8/3 (the default settings). The task in Equation (18) is sampled every second, and the input vector is
, while the required output is a one-step-ahead prediction of the variable x 1 , namely:
(3) The third dataset is real-time monitoring data of smart meters in an electric power system [55] . Concretely, it is real-world electric data from the circuits of one resident home, and it is sampled every second.
(4) Nowadays, unstructured data such as images and videos are accumulated rapidly in Big Data. It is necessary to inspect the performance of the proposed framework when the input is an image, namely the input is high-dimensional data (supposing each pixel in the image is regarded as a dimension). We choose the Mixed National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) dataset [56] , the popular database of handwritten digits, as the fourth dataset.
Additionally, as a standard practice in ESN implementations, we supplemented the original input with an additional constant unitary input to all four datasets [53] .
Parameters
Several parameters must be determined for further analysis. A brief introduction on the parameters' determination is described in this section.
Firstly, we select N r = 300 as the default reservoir's size, which is a typical set and is found to work well in all situations, and we set D = 100 to discard the first 100 elements on each node.
Secondly, we set c 1 = c 2 = 1.49445, c 3 = 2 and ϕ = 4.1, which could achieve a faster convergence for P-PSO.
Thirdly, since the first two datasets are artificial benchmarks and noiseless, we set small factors λ n = 50 and λ p = 100, and for the last two datasets, a relatively larger λ n = 200 and λ p = 300 are set since they are collected in the real world and may need more iterations to explore the optimal solution. Finally, W r i , W r r and W r o are randomly initialized with the uniform distribution , as stated in Section 3.1. It is worth noting that W r r is encouraged to be sparse, and typically only 25% of its connections are non-zero. Furthermore, ρ(W r r ) should be less than one.
Analysis
In our experiment, we tested the performance of all the datasets under both different data scales and different cluster scales; every situation was repeated 10 times. Concretely, each validation dataset had a length of 1 × 10 4 , 3 × 10 4 , 1 × 10 5 , 3 × 10 5 , 1 × 10 6 , 3 × 10 6 , 1 × 10 7 (due to the limit of real collected data, the longest length for dataset 3 would be 6.7 × 10 6 , and that for dataset 4 would be 7.0 × 10 4 ). The number of workers in this platform ranges from two to six. Actually, since each worker contains eight CPUs (shown in Table 2 ), the number of nodes L could range from 16 to 48.
The training time, testing error and number of iterations are selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and framework. We also evaluate the performance of the other three algorithms on these four datasets, including: (1) traditional PSO in centralized training mode; (2) the ADMM-based decentralized ESN training algorithm, which is implemented by Matlab [39] ; (3) CNN, which uses a centralized training fashion. All centralized algorithms (PSO and CNN) are running on a single machine which shares the same software and hardware configuration with the mentioned cluster (in Table 2 ). Several essential configurations of the three algorithms are shown in Table 3 . We recorded the training time of the four datasets in different lengths and nodes. For convenience, the logarithmic scale was used in the total training time presentation. In the training process (see Figure 3) , the iterations process is much more critical, so the time spent on this stage (stage 2) is illustrated strikingly. Figure 6 shows the training time in detail.
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Analysis
In our experiment, we tested the performance of all the datasets under both different data scales and different cluster scales; every situation was repeated 10 times. Concretely, each validation dataset had a length of data, the longest length for dataset 3 would be 6.7 × 10 6 , and that for dataset 4 would be 7.0 × 10 4 ). The number of workers in this platform ranges from two to six. Actually, since each worker contains eight CPUs (shown in Table 2 ), the number of nodes L could range from 16 to 48. The training time, testing error and number of iterations are selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and framework. We also evaluate the performance of the other three algorithms on these four datasets, including: (1) traditional PSO in centralized training mode; (2) the ADMM-based decentralized ESN training algorithm, which is implemented by Matlab [39] ; (3) CNN, which uses a centralized training fashion. All centralized algorithms (PSO and CNN) are running on a single machine which shares the same software and hardware configuration with the mentioned cluster (in Table 2 ). Several essential configurations of the three algorithms are shown in Table 3 . We recorded the training time of the four datasets in different lengths and nodes. For convenience, the logarithmic scale was used in the total training time presentation. In the training process (see Figure 3) , the iterations process is much more critical, so the time spent on this stage (stage 2) is illustrated strikingly. Figure 6 shows the training time in detail. 1. For a fixed node number, observed by the length of the dataset, we will find the training time becomes a bit shorter at first (1 × 10 4~1 × 10 5 ), and then increases rapidly (>3 × 10 5 ) along with the larger size of the dataset. 2. Observed by the number of nodes, when the dataset is big (1 × 10 7 ), the training time decreases when the nodes become larger, and the training time is more stable; however, a relatively small dataset (1 × 10 4 ) shows the opposite trend. Figure 7 shows some details about this issue. 3. More time will be spent on reading data, especially when dataset is huge (>3 × 10 6 ). 4. In Stage 2 (iteration stage), in small datasets, with the increase of nodes, the time increases slowly.
In large datasets, more nodes may save a lot of time. Nevertheless, the effect is gradually fading. For a fixed node number, observed by the length of the dataset, we will find the training time becomes a bit shorter at first (1 × 10 4~1 × 10 5 ), and then increases rapidly (>3 × 10 5 ) along with the larger size of the dataset.
2.
Observed by the number of nodes, when the dataset is big (1 × 10 7 ), the training time decreases when the nodes become larger, and the training time is more stable; however, a relatively small dataset (1 × 10 4 ) shows the opposite trend. Figure 7 shows some details about this issue.
3.
More time will be spent on reading data, especially when dataset is huge (>3 × 10 6 ).
4.
In Stage 2 (iteration stage), in small datasets, with the increase of nodes, the time increases slowly. In large datasets, more nodes may save a lot of time. Nevertheless, the effect is gradually fading.
The relations of the training time between small and large datasets are interesting, but the reason for it is trivial. In a small dataset, i.e., 1 × 10 4 , with 16 nodes, each node could get 625 records on average. However, it can only get 208 records when 48 nodes are tested. Even discarded elements are not taken into consideration, as the samples are still too few to train. This leads to a relatively longer time convergence. When the dataset is a bit larger, say 1 × 10 5 , every node can get 2000~6000 records, and sufficient samples are provided. So the training time becomes shorter. When the dataset continues to be large, the calculation burden becomes gradually heavy, and more time would be spent, especially in the iteration stage. At this moment, more nodes may help significantly. Table 4 shows the comparative results of the training time between different algorithms on four datasets, with a typical length of data size of (1 × 10 5 ). With all four datasets, distributed training algorithms showed greater advantages than the centralized ones, shortening the training time efficiently. Especially in former three datasets, the P-PSO-based algorithm could save more than 90% of the training time. In dataset 4, since the dimension of the input data increases significantly, the huge amount of computation makes the training time of the distributed algorithm increase. Nevertheless, the proposed P-PSO~based ESN algorithm is the most efficient algorithm. Additionally, it should be noted that this result is based on a cluster (six nodes) and not on a single machine.
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In large datasets, more nodes may save a lot of time. Nevertheless, the effect is gradually fading. In small datasets, less nodes take less time, and the time distribution is stable. Large datasets show the opposite result. 
Testing Error
In our work, we selected NRMSE (normalized root mean-squared error) to measure the accuracy of the proposed framework, which is computed by:
where K is the number of datasets (excluding dropout elements), y i is the predicted values, d i is the corresponding true values, σ d is the variance of d.
As stated above, we tested each situation 10 times. Figure 8 shows the NRMSE of the former three datasets and the accuracy of the last dataset in box graphs. As stated above, we tested each situation 10 times. Figure 8 shows the NRMSE of the former three datasets and the accuracy of the last dataset in box graphs. When the dataset is small, the training error increases with the number of nodes. For large datasets, the training error is relatively stable. That is because different sample sizes may affect the training error. This is obviously the case with the length of 1 × 10 4 .
With artificial datasets (Dataset 1 and 2), the training error of our framework is stable, while in real-world datasets (Dataset 3), the training error becomes flickering, which means that features in the real world are more difficult to obtain than artificial data.
Furthermore, the correlation coefficient is used to measure the accuracy of the proposed algorithm on former three datasets. Figure 9 illustrates the results in detail. All three datasets showed When the dataset is small, the training error increases with the number of nodes. For large datasets, the training error is relatively stable. That is because different sample sizes may affect the training error. This is obviously the case with the length of 1 × 10 4 .
With artificial datasets (Dataset 1 and 2), the training error of our framework is stable, while in real-world datasets (Dataset 3), the training error becomes flickering, which means that features in the real world are more difficult to obtain than artificial data. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient is used to measure the accuracy of the proposed algorithm on former three datasets. Figure 9 illustrates the results in detail. All three datasets showed that the larger the data size, the higher the correlation coefficient, which indicates a better result. It also confirms the above conclusions from the NRMSE. Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 353 16 of 21 that the larger the data size, the higher the correlation coefficient, which indicates a better result. It also confirms the above conclusions from the NRMSE.
(a) (b) (c) We compared the testing error between the traditional PSO, ADMM, CNN and P-PSO~based algorithms in this paper, with a typical length of data size of (1 × 10 5 ); the result is shown in Figure 10 . As shown in Figure 10 , for artificial datasets (datasets 1 and 2), the P-PSO~based optimization algorithm is clearly outperforming the other three algorithms, and it even performs well in the realworld dataset (dataset 3). However, when images (high-dimension data) are treated, CNN shows an excellent score (1.2%). The comparison between the four algorithms indicates that CNN is good at two-dimensional image recognition, the P-PSO~based ESN algorithm has a better ability to handle time-series data, and ADMM is slightly inferior; the traditional PSO is the most unsteady algorithm.
Number of Iterations
The number of iterations is an important indicator of an algorithm. Figure 11 shows the number of iterations of the four datasets under different situations. We compared the testing error between the traditional PSO, ADMM, CNN and P-PSO~based algorithms in this paper, with a typical length of data size of (1 × 10 5 ); the result is shown in Figure 10 . that the larger the data size, the higher the correlation coefficient, which indicates a better result. It also confirms the above conclusions from the NRMSE.
The number of iterations is an important indicator of an algorithm. Figure 11 shows the number of iterations of the four datasets under different situations.
(a) As shown in Figure 10 , for artificial datasets (datasets 1 and 2), the P-PSO~based optimization algorithm is clearly outperforming the other three algorithms, and it even performs well in the real-world dataset (dataset 3). However, when images (high-dimension data) are treated, CNN shows an excellent score (1.2%). The comparison between the four algorithms indicates that CNN is good at two-dimensional image recognition, the P-PSO~based ESN algorithm has a better ability to handle time-series data, and ADMM is slightly inferior; the traditional PSO is the most unsteady algorithm.
Compared with Figure 6 , we can see that the iteration number of the small datasets is positively correlated to the training time. A small dataset needs more iterations. For large datasets, the change of the iteration number is relatively stable. Besides, Figure 11c shows more confusion than Figure 11a . Real-world data and image data need more iterations than other artificial data, which is because more noise and uncertainty are embodied in real-world data (e.g., dataset 3); in dataset 4, the dimensions that had to be optimized were much higher, thus leading to a relatively large iteration number.
two-dimensional image recognition, the P-PSO~based ESN algorithm has a better ability to handle time-series data, and ADMM is slightly inferior; the traditional PSO is the most unsteady algorithm.
The number of iterations is an important indicator of an algorithm. Figure 11 shows the number of iterations of the four datasets under different situations. Compared with Figure 6 , we can see that the iteration number of the small datasets is positively correlated to the training time. A small dataset needs more iterations. For large datasets, the change of the iteration number is relatively stable. Besides, Figure 11c shows more confusion than Figure 11a . Real-world data and image data need more iterations than other artificial data, which is because more noise and uncertainty are embodied in real-world data (e.g., dataset 3); in dataset 4, the dimensions that had to be optimized were much higher, thus leading to a relatively large iteration number.
We chose datasets 1 and 4 to compare the iteration numbers between the four different algorithms, since dataset 1 represents time-series data and 4 represents image data. Figure 12 presents the comparison. We chose datasets 1 and 4 to compare the iteration numbers between the four different algorithms, since dataset 1 represents time-series data and 4 represents image data. Figure 12 presents the comparison.
The most significant difference between dataset 1 and 4 is the calculation amount (for ADMM and CNN), and the search range (for PSO and P-PSO). When the dimension of the input data is small (e.g., dataset 1), P-PSO and ADMM can quickly converge, and the traditional PSO needs considerably more iterations. However, once a huge dimension of inputs is fed, the calculation amount/search range would increase sharply, and both P-PSO and ADMM need more iterations. Due to the special network architecture, CNN could converge along with a relatively small iteration number and obtain a rather good achievement. Even though the traditional PSO uses the least iteration numbers, the testing error is quite high (82.2%, Figure 10 ). The reason is that traditional PSO is not able to handle the search task within such a high-dimensional space, and falls into suboptimal solutions easily.
We chose datasets 1 and 4 to compare the iteration numbers between the four different algorithms, since dataset 1 represents time-series data and 4 represents image data. Figure 12 presents the comparison. 
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper provided a distributed training algorithm for ESN, a type of RNN, and also a widely used algorithm of RC. The distributed optimization method is based on P-PSO, and was implemented on the Spark framework. For applications with huge amounts of data distributed and stored, the traditional centralized training mode may be ineffectual; our proposed platform, however, could handle these issues effortlessly.
We tested our algorithm and platform using artificial datasets, a real-world dataset and an image dataset, with several different volumes and different training nodes. (1) For small datasets (<3 × 10 4 ), a relatively low number of nodes would obtain a good result, regardless of the training time or training error. (2) For large datasets (1 × 10 5~1 × 10 6 ), a big node number appears more advantages for the training time. For huge datasets (>3 × 10 6 ), the biggest node number is best. However, the marginal efficiency of increasing nodes becomes lower. (3) In situations of 48 nodes, when the training dataset grows 10 3 times (from 1 × 10 4 to 1 × 10 7 ), the training time of our framework only increases 7.4 times. (4) Compared to traditional PSO, ADMM, CNN and P-PSO algorithms, the performance of our proposed algorithm was excellent in most cases, apart from the accuracy of image recognition being a bit lower than in CNN, due to its unique network architecture.
The test results show the good performance of this proposed algorithm and platform, while ensuring the training accuracy, and the training time spent is also very satisfactory, which allows this platform to be widely applied, especially for extremely large-scale datasets in the Big Data era.
Nevertheless, several issues are still worth investigating further. For real-world data, the stability of the training results is not as good as that for artificial datasets. The internal mechanism is still valuable to explore. Meanwhile, it was noticed that for huge datasets, the time spent on reading data (Stage 1) was obviously long. Besides, the ability to handle image data (or high-dimensional data) needs to be strengthened. We will focus on the above questions in future research.
